Section 1: Biomedical Applications of Density Functional Methods

Cisplatin:
We have applied plane-wave based density functional methods to the potent anticancer drug cisplatin (cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(I1)) and its inactive isomer transplatin. These calculations included the first ab initio optimizations available for this important compound and will be used to help understand its mode of activity. Since the accidental discovery of its antitumor activity, cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(I1) (cisplatin) has become an important drug in curative treatments of several forms of cancer.1 Cisplatin is known to work by binding to the DNA of cancer cells which inhibits cell division and eventually leads to cell death. The reason why cisplatin preferentially kills cancer cells is still unknown, but an interesting clue to the mechanism of cisplatin is that its isomer, trans-diamminedichloroplatinum(I1) (trans-DDP) exhibits no anticancer activity. Studies of the differential activity of the two isomers indicate that they bind to DNA at the same rate and have similar rates of cellular uptake.2 These results suggest that the difference in anti-cancer activity might arise from different rates of cellular repair of their DNA adducts. This in turn strongly suggests that the cis-and trans-isomers form structurally different adducts (and further that the DNA binding is bifunctional).
Numerous experimental studies have been performed on the binding of Pt compounds to DNA.2-4 These have been augmented by theoretical studies of the Pt-DNA adducts, including molecular-mechanics(MM)> 3 6 and MM augmented by extended Hiickel7 and ab initio calculations. 8 The Pt molecular mechanics potentials have been derived from experimental crystal and spectroscopic data as well as from relativistic-pseudopotential self-consistent-field calculations.9 Single determinant determinants are generally known to be poor descriptions of transition metal compounds and the ab initio calculation of spectroscopically accurate properties of even PtH is challenging. 10 Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a promising alternative to conventional ab initio methods for including electron correlation. 1 1 In particular, local-spin density approximation (LDA) DFT has been shown to yield reasonable molecular properties including equilibrium structures and dissociation energies for a wide range of transitional metal compounds. [12] [13] [14] In this study we applied a plane-wave basis LDA to optimize all molecular structural parameters of both cis-and tramdiamminedichloroplatinum(I1).
(cisplatin and trans-DDP).
The electronic and structural properties of cisplatin and trans-DDP were calculated within theLDA of DFT153 16, using the generalized norm-conseking 1 pseudopotentials of Hamannl7-19, the exchange-correlation potential of Ceperley-Alder20, and a highly converged plane-wave basis. The eigenstates are obtained using a state-by-state preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm proposed by Teter, Payne and Alan.21 The calculations were performed on a nCUBE2-1024 multiple-instructionmultiple-data(M1MD) parallel supercomputer (see Nelson et. a1 ?2 for details of the parallel implementation). For our purposes here, the nCUBE2 has 1024 processor, each with a peak performance of about 2 Mflops and 4 Mbytes of memory.
In a plane-wave basis, the quality of the calculation is directly related to only a small number of input parameters: the convergence of the plane-wave expansion; the quality of the ionic pseudopotentials; and the size of the periodic supercell(in the case of a molecular calculation). The plane-wave expansion for N is by far the most demanding due to the lack of core-orthogonality for the 2p-state; although Pt contains 5d-electrons the orthogonality with the core d-states weakens the pseudopotential. In Table 1 we establish the convergence and quality of our basis by performing equilibrium calculations of NH,, C1, and crystalline Pt. With a plane-wave expansion of 120 Ry for NH, and 40 e Y Ry for Pt and Cl,, the bond lengths are converged to less than 0.02~4 and within 1% of the experimental values. This level of agreement with experiment is typical of highly converged LDA calculations. For the cisplatin and trans-DDP we employed a planewave expansion of 120 Ry (72000 pw) and a supercell of dimension (18.0 ax., 18.0 am, 10.0 ax). We found this to be sufficient to effectively isolate the molecule ("no interaction" with periodic replicas) and also allowed a convenient Fast-Fourier-Transform parameter set of (128, 128, 64) .
The predicted structural properties of both isomers are given in Table 2 along with the X-ray crystal structures. The Pt-N bond lengths agree to within the experimental error bars for both isomers. The Pt-Cl bond lengths are -0.06-0.09A shorter than those in the crystal structure. The bond angles exhibit considerable differences between the two isomers and between experiment and theory. Both experimental structures are found to be very nearly square structures. These large bond angle differences may result from the formation of different hydrogen bonds between the chlorines and amine hydrogens in the crystal and the in vacuo theoretical structure. Milburn and Truter23 cite structural evidence for the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonds connecting both amines on a single cisplatin molecule to the same chlorine atom on the adjacent molecule in the crystal structure. Such intermolecular bonds would act to decrease the LN-Pt-N bond angle. In our predicted structure, both amines are oriented to allow a such a bond between a hydrogen and the chlorine (see Figure 1 ). Although there are no rigorous criteria defining hydrogen bonds (A-H--B), they are usually indicated for appropriate donor-acceptor pairs when the H-B distances is less than the sum of Van der Waals radii for H and B.24 In this case the C1-H distance is 2.337A as compared to a sum of Van der Waals radii of 3.0A.25 The presence of these intramolecular hydrogen bonds will'be to decrease the L Cl-Pt-N bond angles. 
Guanine Exocyclic Amines:
Additionally, we have used a mixed spectravgrid DFT to study the structure of c.
the exocyclic amines in heterocyclic biological compounds including the nucleic acid base guanine. Even for these moderately large-sized molecules, the non-local DFT optimizations will require a small fraction of the CPU time of the MP2 optimizations.
Since the DFT has a much lower computational scaling, much larger savings will be achieved for larger molecules. (For a planar amide Z = 360" for a typical amine C = 330" ) For the HF guanine structure, Z=348.6", compared to 338.9" and 341.6" for the MP2 and DFT structures. c Another measure of the treatment of the exocyclic amine is the C-N bond distance connecting the amine to the guanine C2. For HF this bond distance is 1.359A, with the MP2 and DFT giving more similar lengths of 1.383A and 1.391& respectively. These results illustrate that the DFT methods, which have nearly the same computational cost as HF, yield structural results in much closer agreement with MP2 optimizations that are more than ten times more costly for this size molecule. The structural differences in the exocyclic amines between the three computational n methods is also evident in the relative energies of the planar verses pyramidal amines., Table 4 lists the total and relative energies of these structures. The HF method yields a much lower potential energy barrier to planarity (0.38 kcallmole) than either the MP2 or DFT method. However, there is significant variance between the MP2 and DFT barriers, 1.48 vs. 0.88 kcal/mole, suggesting that an appropriate protocol would be to use the DFT with the BLYP functional for the expensive geometry optimization, followed by a singlepoint MP2 energy calculation to determine accurate energy differences. Indeed, using this approach for the guanine barrier to amine planarity yields 1.46 kcallmole (see last row of 
Section 2: Grid-based Boundary Element Methods
Application to Acetic Acid Carboxylate Conformation:
Solvating a molecule can have profound effects on its energetics and can affect its preferred geometry relative to its optimal geometry in the gas phase. The effects of solvation of molecules in water in particular have been most widely studied and are critical in many problems of biological interest. To investigate how well aqueous solvation can be treated with grid-based boundary element solvation models (BEM), we have studied the conformational preference of acetic acid in the gas phase and in solution phase using ab hznitio calculations for the acetic acid molecule coupled with various continuum models for water. Acetic acid is a relatively simple molecule which contains the important carboxylate functional group. The purpose of this study is to compare the gas phase geometry and energetics with those in the solution phase and to comment on the changes acetic assumes in solution as well as to compare the various continuum solvent models for consistency or differences among methods. We also examine the energetics of an acetic acid dimer complex with the same methods in the gas and solution phases.
The carboxylate moiety has two local energy minima: the syn form, Fig 3a, which has the acidic hydrogen located between the two carboxylate oxygens, and the anti form, Fig 3b, (also referred to as the Eand Z-forms, respectively) in which the acidic hydrogen is located to the outside of the oxygen to which it is attached. A transition state exists between the two states obtained by rotating the acidic hydrogen about the 0-C bond out of the plane of symmetry of the molecule. In the gas phase, the syn form is calculated to be about 5 kcaVmol more stable than the anti form,% 29 a fact rationalized by the beneficial interactions of the slightly positively charged hydrogen with two partially negatively charged oxygens. In the solution phase, the energy difference between the two forms is less pronounced because the anti form has a larger dipole moment which solvates 14 a . > -favorably in a polar medium. Previous Monte Carlo simulations30-33 have calculated the syn conformer still to be the preferred geometry in the solution phase by 1.1 +/-0.3 kcaVmol30 and by 1.7 +/-0.3 kcal/mol. 31 We performed gas phase and continuum solvent calculations and confirmed these results. Our calculations find the solvated syn confirmation to be 1.7 to 3.2 kcaVmol more stable than the anti. We further find that in solution a dimer complex ( Figure 4 ) is favored over two syn monomers by a few kcals/mol. Hartree-Fock gas phase geometry optimizations were performed with Gaussian-9234 for the carboxylic acid monomer and with Gaussian-9435 for the dimer. Geometry optimizations using the Onsager solvent model (SCRF) were performed using Gaussian-92 for the monomer and Gaussian-94 for the dimer. Our implementation of a grid-based boundary element method (called MSURF) was used with both the gas phase and the self-consistent reaction field geometries to calculate a solvation energy by generating a solvent accessible surface of the molecule and calculating a set of self-consistent surface charges that interact with a dielectric medium. The program MSURF>6 couples with
Gaussian-92 to calculate the final wave-function and energy. Finally, the implementation of Tomasi's polarizable continuum solvation model in Gaussian-94 (SCIPCM) was used to optimize geometries for both the monomer and dimer in the presence of a dielectric medium. Frequency calculations were done on all final states to ensure that each state was a true energy minimum.
The calculated energies of the syn and anti forms of carboxylic acid, the transition state separating them, and the dimer are presented in Table 5 . The relative free energies, AG, of the same complexes, relative to the corresponding gas phase energy, are shown in Table 6 for at 298K. Table 6 also iists an experimentally measured solvation free energy of -6.7 kcaVmol.37 The contributions of the entropy and zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE) to the free energies (G = E-TS + ZPE) are similar for all the monomers and do not change the relative energy orderings of any of the calculations. Table 7 shows the energy difference between the syn and anti forms for the various calculations (AG(anti-syn) = Ganti -Gsyn) as well as the difference in energy between the transition state and the syn form (AG(TS-syn)= GTS -Gsyn). Table 6 shows the expected stabilizing effect that solvation has on this polar molecule. The SCRF calculations have the least solvation stabilization relative to the gas phase, -1-5 kcaVmol; the SCIPCM calculations have a moderate amount of stabilization with -5-10 kcaimol; and the MSURF calculations have the most solvent stabilization at -13-19 kcaVmol.
As seen in Table 7 , in all calculations, the syn monomer is more stable than the anti in both the gas phase and solution phase. The syn is favored over the anti by 6.9
kcaVmol in the HF gas phase calculation. In the solution phase, the syn is still favored, although due to the better solvation of the more polar anti form, the syn is favored by lesser amounts ranging from 1.7 kcal/mol in the MSURF calculation performed with the SCRF structure to 3.2 kcaVmol in the SCIPCM calculation. Solvation also lowers the energy barrier height separating the syn and anti forms as solvation stabilizes the polar transition state. The gas phase barrier between the transition state and the syn form is 12.5 kcaVmo1, but in solution the barrier is reduced to 10.6 kcaVmol in the SCRF calculation and to of 6.7 kcaVmol in the SCPCM calculation. The SCRF results are a direct outcome of the higher dipole moments for the anti and TS structures (see last row
of Table 8 ). The increased solvation energy predicture by the MSURF BEM and SCPCM methods indicate the importance of the higher electric moments in describing the solvent-solute electronic interactions.
We also calculate a potential energy curve for the conversion of the syn monomer to the anti structure obtained by rotating the acidic hydrogen from the syn position to the anti. Figure 4 shows the electronic energies calculated by the different methods as a function of the carbon-hydroxyl dihedral angle. A dihedral angle of 0 degrees corresponds to the syn structure and a dihedral angle of 180 degrees corresponds to the anti structure.
In these calculations, the dihedral angle is held fixed and all other coordinates are optimized. The energies displayed are all relative to the syn conformer for that type of calculation. Again, all solvated models offer more stabilization for the conversion with the SCIPCM offering the most and the SCRF offering the least. The MSURF calculations performed on the 2 different geometries, the gas phase and the SCRF optimized geometry, are nearly identical, supporting that the structural differences between the gas phase and solution phase geometry (vide infra) are not significant compared to the energetic changes induced by the solvation.
The structural differences between the syn and anti form and differences in the In the syn form, we investigate the nature of the interaction of the acidic hydrogen with the carbonyl oxygen to determine whether it could be classified as a hydrogen bond.
Using the criteria described by VinogradovF4 hydrogen bonds are characterized by an attractive interaction energy of 3-1 0 kcal/mol, a hydrogen-carbonyl oxygen distance less than the sum of their van der Waals radii , an 0-H--0 angle of 20" within linear, and finally a decreased OH stretching frequency of typically 200 cm-l . The syn monomer is more stable than the anti, but by margins between 1.7 and 2.9 kcal/mol for the different calculations. In the SCIPCM optimized syn geometry, the carbonyl oxygenhydrogen distance is 2.8889 A; the OH-0 bond angle is 73.00 degrees; and the OH stretching frequency is 4129.02 cm-l . In the SCIPCM optimized anti structure, the 0-H bond length is 0.9435 8, which is even larger than the syn form, and the 0-H stretching frequency is 4188.00 cm-l which is not appreciably tighter than the syn form. Based on these findings, we would not classify the interaction of the acidic hydrogen with the carbonyl oxygen as a hydrogen bond.
The energies and free energies of the dimer calculated by the same methods are shown on the fourth lines of Table 5 and Table 6 . Since the dimer complex has no overall dipole, the SCRF method, which approximates a solvent interaction energy based only on the overall dipole moment, gives the same optimized geometry and energy as the Hartree Fock method. In all cases, the dimer free energy is lower than that of two separate syn monomers which suggests that acetic acid may pair into dimers in aqueous solution.
By the criteria described above, the interaction in the dimer complex between the acidic hydrogen on one monomer and the carboxylic oxygen is a typical hydrogen bond.
For the SCIPCM calculation, the H--0 bond distance is 1.83 18 A , 0-H--0 bond angle is 178.08", and the OH stretching frequencies of 3813.15 cm-l and 3860.72 cm-l are approximately 200 cm-l lower in energy than that for the syn monomer. Furthermore, the C=O stretches in the dimer appear at 1937.75 cm-l and 1977.18 cm-l , whereas it appears at 2038.19 cm-l in the monomer. 
Application to Pyrophosphate Hydrolysis: c
The hydrolysis of pyrophosphate to form two orthophosphates is coupled to virtually all biosynthetic reactions. In many cases, such as the synthesis of polynucleotides, this hydrolysis determines the direction of the reaction. Numerous measurements have indicated that the reaction free energy of inorganic pyrophosphate hydrolysis is approximately -5 kcaVmole. However, despite these empirical results, a detailed understanding of the energetic factors contributing to this reaction energy is still lacking. In particular, it is unknown to what extent this reaction energy is determined by intermolecular verses intramolecular effects. The high energy phosphate bond was originally thought due to intramolecular effects ranging from simple electrostatic repulsion to more complex "opposing resonance" effects. This hypothesis was challenged by
George et aZ.38 who found that the reaction enthalpy for pyrophosphate hydrolysis was inversely related to the total charge of the phosphates with AHO-7.6 for the hydrolysis of H4P207 and AHo= -3.7 for the hydrolysis of P~0 7 -~, exactly the opposite of that expected if electrostatic repulsion was dominating the reaction energetics. Experiments on the hydrolysis reaction in non-polar solvents suggest that the negative reaction energy may be entirely a result of differing solvation energies of the reactant and products.
Romero39 determined that for pyrophosphate hydrolysis, AGO=-5.1 kcaVmole in H20, AGO=-1 -6 kcaVmole in 50% MezSO, and AGo=+O. 1 kcaVmole in 50% poly(ethy1ene glycol).
Pyrophosphate hydrolysis is a particularly difficult problem for ab initio studies because the reactants and products are multiply deprotonated at neutral pH. To date, most predictions of the reaction enthalpy have been for the fully protonated lgas phasex F reaction:
with the goal of establishing whether the unsolvated reaction is endothermic or exothermic. These studies have not unambiguously resolved this issue, predicting a wide range of gas-phase hydrolysis enthalpies ranging from -0.4 to -13.4 kcaVmole.40-43
Methods:
In this report we describe large basis set ab initio calculations of the aqueous- energies) and the free energy of cavitation. Note that an additional term of 1.84 kcaVmole is added for the work required to compress the solute from the standard gas-phase volume of 22.4 liters to the standard aqueous-phase volume of 1 liter.
A study of the performance of this model36 indicates that it predicts absolute AGsolv R s accurate to 5 kcalhnole for several neutral, ionic, and zwitterionic compounds.
Larger errors of up to 11 kcaVmole occur for small non-polar molecules such as neutral trimethylamine where AGsolv is not dominated by electrostatic solute-solvent interactions. For these compounds, dispersion and solvent reorganization energies, not included in these predictions, act to cancel out the cavitation energy.
Gas-Phase Results:
In the literature for there is wide spread disagreement about the optimal configuration of gas-phase H4P2O7. Our no-symmetry HF/6-3 lG* and HF/6-3 1 l++G** optimizations of pyrophosphate yielded a C2 symmetry structure with the two intramolecular P 0 ... H 0 hydrogen bonds linking opposite ends of the pyrophosphate.
The optimized H4P207 determined in this work is shown in Figure 6 . H4P2O7 structure differs from that of Saint-Martin.43 (and all earlier structures) primarily by the presence of the hydrogen bonds. Interestingly, Ewig and Van Wase82 found a very similar optimal conformation for diphosphonic acid (H4P2O5) but did not find any intramolecular hydrogen bonds for pyrophosphate.
In aqueous solution at physiological pH (-7.4) , orthophosphate and pyrophosphate exist largely as the deprotonated ions HP04-2 and HP207-3. As has been widely noted in the literature, gas phase reaction enthalpies of anionic phosphates provide little insight into the aqueous phase reaction for two reasons. First, the repulsion between the unscreened negatively charged phosphates leads to extremely distorted pyrophosphate conformations. Second, since multiply charged anions will spontaneously ionize in the gas phase, ab initio calculations of the structure and energetics are extremely suspect. These problems should be particularly acute for the di-and tri-anionic orthophosphates, HPO4-2 and P04-3, and the tri-and tetra-anionic pyrophosphates, P207-4 and HP207-3, that have occupied HF molecular orbitals with positive orbital energies indicating that inclusion of plane-wave basis functions would lead to spontaneous ionization of these anions. Hence, the gas-phase wavefunctions and energies of these polyanions have little meaning. Such multiply charged anions can exist in the aqueous phase because water or counter-ions act to neutralize the net charge. In this study we assume that the gas-phase anionic structures \ are accurate, but the electronic wavefunction will be re-optimized in the presence of the continuum solvent. The optimized PCMlab initio wavefunctions have well-defined Fermi levels and positive ionization energies for all occupied orbitals.
In accordance with earlier studies emphasizing the need for diffuse basis functions to accurately model anionic systems we used a large basis set with diffuse functions (6-3 1 l+t-G**) to optimize all protonation states of pyrophosphate and orthophosphate.
The larger basis set with diffuse functions has little effect on the structure of the orthophosphate moieties, changing the P-0 bond lengths by only -0.005 A. For the P-O-P bridge; however, the effects are more pronounced. For example in P2O7-4, HF/6-3 lG* optimization yields a P-0 bond length of 1.667 A and a P-O-P angle of 159" compared to 1.639A and 180" from the HF/6-3 1 l++G** optimization. Like the neutral H4P207, all of the proton-containing anionic pyrophosphates were found to have intramolecular hydrogen bonds linking the phosphate moieties.
The energetics of the gas-phase hydrolysis reactions for the mono-and dianionic species are given in Table 9 . As anticipated by earlier theorists, the poly-anionic pyrophosphates have large, negative hydrolysis enthalpies due to the repulsion between the negatively charges phosphate moieties. An exception is to this trend is H3P207-1 which is predicted to have a higher reaction enthalpy than the neutral species. This is a result of a combination of factors: the repulsion between the neutral and anionic ends of H3P2O7-1 is not significantly greater than in the neutral species, and the H2PO4-1 product is less able to stabilize a negative charge than the H3P2O7-1 reactant. George et al.38 predicted that the extremely large solvation energies for the anionic phosphates would dominate the hydrolysis reaction energies. The components of the solvation energy of each phosphate are given in Table 10 . The total aqueous solvation energies calculated using all three solvation models are compared with George's empirical estimates in Table 11 . As can be seen in this table there is surprising variation in the predicted solvation energies, even for the neutral and mono-anionic species. The AM1-SM2 method, in particular, predicts up to 90 kcallmole larger solvation energies than the other methods. Although experimental results must be the ultimate arbiter of these numbers, the AM1-SM2 results of -1 10. kcallmole for H2PO4-and -146. kcallmole for H3P207-are unreasonably large for mono-anionic molecules. These anomalous values arise from unreasonable large atomic charges predicted for the phosphorus and oxygen atoms. These erroneous atomic charges (and solvation energies) have been seen in a series of second row oxides.49
Aqueous Phase Results
Although there is little experimental data available for the solvation energies for the pyro-and orthophosphates, precise results are available for the aqueous phase acid constants (pKa) of these compounds. Table 12 lists the ab initio and semi-empirical gas-phase proton affinities (PA) for the pyro-and orthophosphates, where the experimental AHf for the proton of 367.2 kcaVmole was used for the AM1 and PM3 PA's.51 The estimated PA's of George38 are listed in the last column of this table. The predicted pKa's are given in Table 13 . The
PCMlab initio values are calculated from the proton transfer reaction:
HnP20,q + Hn-,P20,q-1 + H+ where the experimental solvation energy of -259.5 kcal/mole was used for the proton.52
The imbalance in molecular charges between the reactants and products (neutral (or anion) + neutral + anion + cation) will lead to less accurate results. For example, the error in the free energy of the gas-phase proton transfer in water: The experimental hydrolysis free energy for pyrophosphate is -5.1 kcaVmole at pH 7.0.39 At this pH the pyrophosphates will exist primarily in its trianionic and dianionic forms. The predicted hydrolysis free energies using the PCMlab initio method is 6.6 kcaVmole for the prominent trianionic H1P207-~ and 2.7 kcaVmole for the dianionic H~P 2 0 7~~. Hence, our predictions are high by as much as 12 kcaVmole. There are several sources of error in the calculation that could lead to this final error. First, as mentioned above, the gas phase HF optimizations may lead to unreliable structures and energies due to the inherent instability of polyanionic compounds in the gas phase. Secondly, even if the gas-phase anionic structures are reliable, they are likely to change upon aqueous solvation, an effect not yet incorporated into our solvation model. Thirdly, the predicted electrostatic solvation energy is somewhat sensitive to the details of the solvent-a sible surfa F r example, using a maller robe radiu (the radius of the sphere that is "rolled" across the Van der Waal's surface) of 0.8 A, rather that 1.4 A, to generate the solvent accessible surface causes the predicted aqueous phase hydrolysis energies of H4P207 and H1P207-~ to increase to -8.7 and 7.8 kcaVmole respectively, while the H~P z O~-~ hydrolysis energy decreases very slightly to 2.6 kcaVmole. These results will exhibit a similar sensitivity to the choice of Van der Waal's radii. Reasonable arguments can be made for a range of Van der Waal'sS4 and probe radii469 55, but it is clear that the choice of these radii will have a large effect on the results for highly charged compounds.
Finally, the PCMlab initio solvation model does not include dispersion terms, so that it is likely to underestimate the solvation energies.
Of the three methods employed, PM3-SM3 predicts negative free energies for all of the hydrolysis reactions shown in Table 14 . Although PM3-SM3 predicts the correct sign of the reaction energy, this is likely to be fortuitous in light of the large errors in the predicted PKa'S of the reactants and products. This result must be kept in mind when this method is applied to large biologically important polyphosphates such at adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which are too large to be practical for ab initio investigation.
Returning to the original question of whether intra-or intermolecular effects lead to the negative free energy of pyrophosphate hydrolysis, this study demonstrates that a simple answer is elusive. In the gas phase, the hydrolysis energy for the neutra H4P2O7
is positive due to intramolecular hydrogen bonds linking the phosphate groups. For the polyanionic species in the gas phase, intramolecular repulsion overwhelms the hydrogen bonding to yield strongly negative reaction energies. In the aqueous phase, this intramolecular repulsion is mitigated by electrostatic solvent interactions. These results suggest that the most accurate overall description of the hydrolysis is that there is a T delicate balance I between intramolecular repulsion and the intermolecular solvent interactions. I
The balance between the intra-and intermolecular effects is evident in the relation between the charge on the pyrophosphate and the aqueous phase hydrolysis energies.
The PCWab initio results in Table 14 qualitatively agree with the enthalpy results of George et aZ.38 who found that in the aqueous phase, neutral H4P207 had a hydrolysis enthalpy 4 kcallmole lower (more negative) than P2074 indicating that the solvent interaction has more than compensated for the very large intramolecular repulsion for the tetra-anionic species. Note that George does not find the same trend for the free energies of hydrolysis due to an unusually high AS of +23 e.u. for the P2074 hydrolysis > compared with -7 to +5 ex. for the other protonation states. We predict a much more narrow range of hydrolysis entropies of (+4.2 to +11.1 ex.) with the P~0 7~ hydrolysis having the lowest AS in this range.
The goal of this study was to determine if the negative hydrolysis free energy of pyrophosphate is caused by intra-or intermolecular effects. These calculations find that in the gas-phase the hydrolysis of the fully-protonated pyrophosphate is unfavored by 5 kcallmole. The origin of this unfavorable free energy is a pair of intramolecular hydrogen bonds that link the two phosphate moieties. These H-bonds have the structural effects of reducing the 0-P-0 bridging angle by 10-20" relative earlier predicted structures. Considering the large solvation energies predicted for the anionic phosphates, it is reasonable to take the view that the near-zero free energies found in most of the hydrolysis reactions is purely fortuitous. Indeed the errors in the predicted pKa's suggests that there is considerable room for continued refinement in the prediction of aqueous phase reaction energies.
Continuum-based solvation methods yield reasonable solvation phase reaction energies. However, more accurate methods or carefully calibrated empirical corrections are required to achieve predictive accuracy for acid constant calculations. The complexity and subtle energetics of biochemical systems raise many challenges to their theoretical modeling. A careful analysis of the accuracy all of the gas-phase and aqueous-phase energy terms is a necessary first step to predictive simulations of these processes. Figure 6 ) H4P207 Hartree-FocW6-3 1 l++G** global minimum. The C2 symmetry structure has two symmetry distinct hydrogens labeled "A" and "B". Those labeled "A" are hydrogen bonded to the opposite phosphates.
Conclusions:
This report has presented the results of applying quantum chemical methods employing the methods of density functional theory and a grid-based boundary-element solvent model to a series of biomedically relevant chemical studies. We demonstrated that local density approximation based, plane-wave basis DFT can accurately predict the structural properties of crystalline, platinum compounds, such as the anticancer drug cisplatin. Additionally, we showed that a grid-based DFT method using a gradientcorrected exchange-correlation functional (BLYP) can predict structural properties of biochemicals such as glycine and guanine with an accuracy close to that of second-order M~ller-Plesset Perturbation Theory, for far less computational cost. Using the grid-based boundary-element solvation, coupled to an ab initio quantum chemical description of the solute molecules, we found very good agreement for the solution-phase energies of the syn-and anti-configurations of the carboxylate moiety of acetic acid with Monte Carlo I simulations including explicit waters. We also showed that this solvation model yielded c reasonably accurate acid constants and hydrolysis energies for the important biochemical group pyrophosphate.
